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the author, hussein farooq a native of raza, now living in karachi, began writing chupa chupo. the novel has been described as a psychological study of a native baloch. it presents the society of the balochi people where the atmosphere is one of pessimism, destitution,
oppression, exploitation and hopelessness. a transliteration from the persian to the balochi language has played a crucial role in the development of balochi literature. due to similarity of the balochi language to the persian language, the daftar-e-hadeh or book of translated
names, was written in the mid-19th century. mani or women ishe meanssuse is the first ever book written in this manner. it was translated from persian into balochi by rahmat astarab and first published in 1940. in 1947, with the breakdown of the british rule in pakistan, the
book was banned. in 1958 the book was out of print and was not published again until 1989. a new edition was published in 1993 in iran by the export and distribution centre of the ministry of culture. chunibhai patel, an eminent writer, social worker and poet was one of the
most prominent writers who wrote in the balochi language. in his early days, chunibhai was a lecturer in persian for a private language school. in the late 1940s when he had acquired sufficient proficiency in the balochi language, he wrote his first short story and his first novel:
zard zaroon and chunibhai in the early 1950s. the story, set in pakistan, was translated by saleem hameedi. it was a localised story which depicted the problems of friendship that could have been told in any indo-pakistani setting. chunibhai, who is affectionately known as bundji,
continued his saga with his following literary works: phulwan, uthal, khamosh, gulabcha, qaraib, rakh and pakistan kyunwan. some of his works have been translated into other languages including urdu, english, parsi and russian. one of the most popular works of chunibhai, fekr
has been translated into many languages including urdu, english, malayalam, balochi and bulgarian.
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the bio on the back of the book says he was from oak park, illinois.alegre rann, is the author of french dialogues, bestiaries and charmers. his full name is alegre rann salmond and he is from galway, ireland. trained as a classical musician, alegre rann's talent for language was
nurtured by his father, who taught him french and latin. as a child he passed the exams to be a doctor, but during his studies the world was changing around him. he became a born storyteller and, for the next ten years, amused his parents and grandparents with tales of life in
paris. soon, however, he found other things that made him happy. his first short stories appeared in literary magazines in ireland in the 1950s and were collected in gamelon and laezanavee. they were published in the united states in 1980 in out of the blue. alegre rann's first

published story, "lovers of the ice," was praised by geraldine brooks, but the novel hopscotchwas not well-received. he felt the style of his stories was different from any he had read, and because of its language it was hard to read. since then he has published in a wide variety of
literary journals, including viking andthe new yorker. but, after editing the complete works of gabriel garcia marquez, alegre rann decided the problems with his style were not a product of his talent as a storyteller but of the flaws in his own writing. he realised that he was

choosing the difficult words from his own innate sense of style. this insight gave rise to a personal philosophy of writing, which he calls "the iceberg theory."the iceberg theory is a basic concept: a writer shouldn't reveal anything other than the tip of the iceberg. with this in mind,
he began reworking some of his stories and collected them in a volume titled gamelon (1980). he then put his new writing to the test of public opinion with the publication of a collection titled laezanavee (1986). this is where he found that he had, in fact, tapped into a hidden,

undiscovered talent. 5ec8ef588b
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